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SUB: procedure for estimation of energy
no data is available or meter is defective.

Dated: ll r.. .09.2015

consumption unit for calculation ofsystem loss where

It has been observed that energy consumption data is not available
Consumption Report For the month of July,2o15. As such, lt has been
feeders are to be estimated maintaining following Buidelinesi

Case - 1 : Where one or more incoming 11 KV feeders are there and only one 11 KV outgoihg feedermeter is defective or has no reading. calculation will be as follows:

11 KV Feeder Consumption (where meter ls defective/ no data) = 5um of consumption of all 11 KVincomers - sum of correct 11 l(V outgoing,feeder meters consumpflon.

Case - ? ; Where one o[ more incoming 11 KV feeders are there and two or more 11 XV outgoingfeeder meters are defective or has no readin& calculation will be as fo o;:
Part - 1 : Sum of 11 |(V Feeder Consumptions (where meters are defective,/ No data) . Sum ofconsumption of all 11 (V income
consumption. 

rs - sum of correct L1 Kv outgoing feeder meter meters

Part - 2 : Io find out.individual consumption of these feeders (where meters are defective/ No data) ,estimate is to be made in comparison with average of last 3 months feeOer consumption data keeplngSum of outgoing Feeder Consumptions {where meters are defe"tiu"/ f.fo O.tut, as stated ln pan _ | ofCase - 2, unchanged

c case -3 : where no data is avairabre for r1 KV incomers, reference is to be taken from incoming 33KV feeders and calculation is to be done in llne with ."r" _ , *O ,r,n of consumption of all 33 KVfeeders feeding to a partlcular s.s is to be replaced in ptace oi',sum of consumption of all 11 KVincomers,,.

D case - 4 : whe'e no date is avairabre rn both 33 Kv and 11 (V feeders, estimate isto be.madeincomparison with average of last 3 months feeder consumption data.

E. Loss calculation is also to be done for a ll 33/11 (VSub-Stn and33 KV feeders as follows:i. 33 KV Sub-Stn Loss = Sum of energy of all incomin8 33 (V feeders _ Sum of energyof alt outgoing t1 KV & 33 KV Feede.s.
ii. 33KVLineLoss r3i KV SendinB end energy _ 33 (V Receiving end energy.

Alr zMs/RMs/DMs are advised to forow aforesaid method of estimation for the month of(ury,1, and onwardswhere feeder meter data is not available / partly avallable/erro."";; ,;;.;,
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for some feeders in Feeder Wise
decided that consumption of those


